
1. Clip the shock cords (red) from the tub's corners to the
loops closest to the ends of the rigging kit cordage.

2. Stake out the ends of the rigging kit cordage so the tub
is pulled evenly taut.

3. Insert your pole tips into the grommets on the rigging
kit.

4. Connect shock cord (red) from Bug Shelter's apexes (2)
to the loops attached to the grommets.

– For better stability, move the stakes further forward at the
front and rearward at the rear

– For more information, please see the stand-alone rigging kit's
product page.

1. Clip the shock cords (red) at the tub's corners back to the
tub's corners to fold them in half and create a big loop.

2. Stake out these loops so the floor is pulled taut and evenly
between the corners.

3. Attach guylines (blue; not included) to the Bug Shelter's
apexes and stake them out.

4. Place your poles under the guylines and tension the lines to
raise the apexes and tub. To secure the line, wrap it around
your trekking pole above the basket, or use our "guyline
grommets" (not included).

– If you're not achieving the full height of the tub, you might need to
raise the apexes higher and/or bring the corner stakes in closer to
the tub.

– For better stability, place the poles closer to the shelter and increase
tension at the corners.

Bug Shelter Pitching Guide

– To take up slack in the shock cord, try
passing it through the tarp's corner tie-
out before clipping it off to the stake.

1. Connect shock cord (red) from top corners (4) of tub to tarp's corners.

2. Connect shock cord (red) from Bug Shelter's apexes (2) to tarp's ridgeline.

– Shorten the effective length of the shock
cord by running it through the tarp's tie-
out and then clipping it back to itself.

– For wider pitches, clip the shock cord
directly to the tarp's corner tie-out.

Pitching with a YAMA tarp pitched in the a-frame fashion, or the Cirriform Tarp
Before getting started, please see the "Rigging" tab on the product's page for information about installing the rigging!

Pitching with the optional stand-alone rigging kit

Pitching the Bug Shelter on its own


